Agenda

LT&C Webinar at
Northern Sustainable Development Forum

“Creating linkages between tourism and protected areas in the Arctic”

- How to create and stimulate more LT&C-Examples in the Arctic?

*September 29, 2020, 14:00-15:30 CEST*

*Webinar by Zoom*

*Language:* English and Russian (simultaneous translation)

*Moderator:* Peter Prokosch (LT&C)

Short (5 minutes!) presentations followed by discussions
Introduction to the Webinar

*Dr. Peter Prokosch*, Linking Tourism & Conservation (LT&C), Norway

How can the Slava Fetisov Foundation contribute to stimulate LT&C-Examples in the Russian Arctic?

*Sergey Rybakov*, CEO Slava Fetisov Foundation, Russia

The agenda of the Northern Forum to link tourism and conservation in Arctic regions

*Vladimir Vasilyev*, CEO Northern Forum, Russia

The Upscaling the LT&C approach in polar regions for the CBD: a mainstreaming perspective

*Oliver Hillel*, CBD Secretariat, Montreal, Canada

Development of ecological tourism in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) to sustain a world-leading coverage of protected areas

*Larisa Shelokhovskaya*, Chief Specialist in the Directorate of BioResources and Protected Areas, Ministry of Ecology, Nature Use and Forestry, Sakha Republic, Russia

Development of Arctic tourism in the protected areas of Taimyr

*Aleksander Zheleznyak*, NGO “Zapovednik, Moskva, Russia

News from the Taimyr protected area network and involvement of tourism

*Konstantin Prosekin*, Director of the United Directorate “Taimyr’s Zapovedniks”, Norilsk, Russia
The LT&C-Example “Svalbard”: what could be replicated or relevant for neighboring Russian protected areas? – New potential for cooperation?  
**Stefan Norris**, *Member of the Board Svalbard Environment Fund, Norway*

How tourism supports the Lena Pillars National Park  
**Arkady Semenov**, *Director of the Lena Pillars National Park, Sakha Republic, Russia*

The new Lofotodden National Park, present development of tourism and initial thoughts about a UNESCO Man and Biosphere Reserve for the Lofoten  
**Ørjan Arntzen**, *Matpark, Lofoten, Norway*

Status of the national park planning for the entire highlands of Iceland.  
**Arni Finnsson**, *Chairman of the Iceland Nature Conservation Association (INCA), Iceland*